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PREFATĂ , 

„ Terra tenet corpus nomen lapis atque 

animam aer quam melius fuer ... " 

IDR, III/1, 173 

„Pământul ţine trupul, numele (este pe) piatră, iar sufletul (se află în) aer, atât mai bine ar fi 
fost .. :' Aceste versuri scrise pe o inscripţie de la Tibiscum reprezintă un laitmotiv al temei pro
puse spre dezbatere şi analiză de către istoricii şi cercetătorii prezenţi la Caransebeş în primăvara 
anului 2016.,, Viaţa de după .. :'. a avut un impact deosebit atât prin participare cât şi prin contri
buţiile majore regăsite în paginile revistei noastre. Buletinul şiinţific al muzeului Caransebeşan 
se află la al 21-lea an de la apariţia primului număr, în anul 1975, cu nu mai puţin de 19 reviste 
publicate până în prezent. Nu este mult dar nici puţin şi cu acest prilej aş dori să felicit toţi 
membrii colegiilor de redacţie care şi-au adus contribuţia la tipărirea şi menţinerea vie a istoriei, 
arheologiei şi etnografiei în frumoasa zonă a Banatului de Severin. 

,.,.,. 

"La terra mantiene ii corpo, nome ( e scritto) in pietra,e anima ( e) l'aria, meglio sarebbe stato 
... " Questi versi scritti su un' iscrizione da Tibiscum e un filo conduttore del tema proposta per 
ii dibattito e l'analisi da storici e ricercatori presenti in Caransebes in primavera 2016. "La vita 

dopa ... ". hanno avuto un grande impatto sia attraverso la partecipazione e attraverso i princi
pali contributi presenti nelle nostre pagine. Bollettino scientifico delle Caransebes museo ha 
raggiunto ii suo 21 ° anno del primo numero pubblicato nel 1975. Ad oggi hanno pubblicato 19 
riviste. Non c'e molto, ma non meno importante, in questa occasione vorrei congratularmi con 
tutti i membri del Comitato di redazione che hanno contribuito alla stampa e mantenere viva 
la storia, l'archeologia e !'etnografia nella la bella valle dove viviamo e lavoriamo, che si chiama 
Banat di Severin. 

îl BIS CV M, Arheologie, 6/20 I 6, p. 9-12 

Dr. ADRIAN ARDEŢ 
Director - Manager 

Muzeul Judeţean de Etnografie şi al 
Regimentului de Graniţă Caransebeş 
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ARCHITECTURAL ELEMENTS IN 
SIRMIUM WALL PAINTINGS1 

Introduction 

Dragana ROGIC, 
Emilija NIKOLIC 

Institute of Archaeology Belgrade, Serbia 

In the wall paintings of the Roman period, architectural elements performed as a stonema
son's work, stucco decoration, marbling or incrustation, as well as whole spatial-architectural 
entities were often imitated. This paper deals with architectural elements presented in the wall 
paintings of Sirmium, the centre of the Roman province of Pannonia, a colony and an imperial 
residence, whose remains are situated in the present-day Sremska Mitrovica in Serbia (figure 1). 
It was founded in the second half of the 1 st century BC and lasted until the Avarian attacks at the 
end of the 6th century AD.2 

Stone imitation 

The mimicking of architectural elements in wall paintings was often used in the Hellenistic 
period. 3 Wall decoration from the dining room of "The House of the Plasterworks': dated to 
the3rd century BC4, can be seen in the wall entity exhibited din the Archaeological museum in 
Pella, Greece. On a wall 5 meters high, pilasters and cornices were modeled, and the stane block 
joints were incised. The first imitations of marble in Roman art can probably be assigned to The 
First Pompeian style (masonry or incrustation style), which was actually inspired by Hellenistic 
houses and palaces. 

Besides the imitation of marble paneling, the simulation of beams, pilasters and cornices 
was also executed in The First Pompeian Style. One of the examples is the wall decoration from 
"The Samnite House" in Herculaneum, dated to the 2nd century BC.5 In the mature phase ofThe 
First Pompeian Style, the most diverse colors and textures that no natural stane could possess 

This article is the resuit ofaprojectcalled"Working on the Fragments of Ancient Wali Paintings from the 
Archaeological Site of Sirmium''. The project was led by Institute of Archaeology, Belgrade (DraganaRogic) and 
Museum of Srem, SremskaMitrovica (MiroslavJesretic). It was funded by Provincial Secretariat for Culture, 
Public Information and Relations with Religious Communities (Vojvodina, Republic of Serbia) in 2010and 
Ministry of Cui ture and Information (Republic of Serbia) in 2012.Sirmium wall painting was researched in the 
PhD thesis written by DraganaRogic and defended in 2014, calledTechnology of Ancient Wali Painting in the 
Territory of Serbia. 

2 Popovic 2013, 102. 
Rogic, Andelkovic Gras ar 2015, 206. 

4 Baldassarre et al. 2002, 68-69. 
Ling 1992, 16. 

TIBISCVM, Arheologie, 6/2016, p. 81-94 
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were used. That is the main reason why the type of the stone presented in the decoration often 
cannot be defmed. Marble imitation by painting was an economic way of obtaining interior dec
oration, because it was cheaper than the marble decoration itself, and it could present marbles 
which originated from distant lands and could not have been delivered easily. In this way, art
ists tried to associate marble imitating with the idea of luxury. In The Second Pompeian Style, 
marble imitating can be seen on socles. In late ancient painting, this was present in tombs, but 
also in public and private buildings. Wall painting mimicking opus sectile, which resembles here 
opus alexandrinum, can be seen in the "The House of Leukaktios': dated to the3rd century AD, 
excavated at the ancient city of Ptolemais in present-day Lybia where, on the sode, blue marble 
was depicted, while in the upper areas, marble panels with inlayed rhomboids, discs and tri
angles of different colors were presented.6 

A lot of fragmented wall decorations with imitation marble plates were found in Sirmium. 
The imitation of green marble plates with curving black marble veins is presented in figure la, 
where the fragments of a wall painting from a building named villa urbana, (archaeological 
site 1)7, dated to the period from the 3rd to the 4th century are shown. In figure lb, with frag
ments originating from the Sirmium imperial palace (archaeological site la),8 dating from 4th 

century, imitation of marbleis presented on a light grey and blue back ground and executed 
by spraying red, green, ochre and black colour. A vertical line simulates the point where two 
marble plates join. One more type of marble plate imitation made with different circular and 
egg-shaped motifs, pebbles, can be seen in figure le, in which fragments of painting from the 
Sirmium imperial palace are presented. 

An imitation of stone block joints can be seen in the example from a Sirmium forum build
ing dated to the period from the 2nd to the 4th century (archaeological site 59)9, where white 
surfaces of mortar with recesses are shown. A similar decoration with gutters was found in a 
house from ancient Emona, present-day Ljubljana, Slovenia, dated to the middle to the second 
half of the 2nd century.10 

Bands, friezes and medallions 

Motifs inspired by stucco or stone decoration for obtaining the luxurious appearance of 
a building were also executed in wall paintings, again due to the big expense this decoration 
required. In Roman paintings, medallions with astragals and egg-and-dart were depicted with 
different scenes within. In Sirmium paintings, stucco details with egg-and-dart motifs and astra
gals11were imitated in different variations, as bands, friezes, medallions, etc. 12 

The scheme of the bands with astragals was mostly formed showing an alternation of ellipses 
and two pearls. Here, two examples of the bands with white astragals divided with two differently 
colored surfaces will be described. They originate from two villas (named villa urbana). Particularly 
visible is the difference in the size of the astragals. In the first example (archaeological site4), dated 

6 Zelazowski 2010, 565-568. 
M1rnowea11hl994, 11. 
M11nowea11h 1994, 11. 
M11nowea11h, 1994, 42. 

10 Plesnicar - Gec, 1997, 58-59. 
11 The egg-an-dart motif is one of the most widely used motifs in the architectural decoration of ancient Greece 

and ancient Rome. Often, along with "the egg", a smaller motif is presented, executed in three different shapes 
- as an arrow, anchor or dart. The egg motif originates from Egyptian art and the lotus flower. ( Goodyear 1891 ). 
It was developed in the shape we know today from ancient Greece. Later, it was transferred to Roman art and 
architecture, almost unaltered.See in: Rogic, Nikolic, Jesretic, 2011, 210. 

12 Rogic, Nikolic, Jesretic, 2011. 
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to the 4th century, 13 as shown in figure 3a, the bead-and reel motif has elongated ellipses and pre
cisely painted pearls. In the second example (archaeological site 72), dated to the period from 
the 3rd to the 4th century,14 shown in figure 3b, the astragals are big and round, with the lower side 
accentuated in dark brown, with the aim of dividing the white from the yellow background. 

The frieze with egg-and-dart motif, originating from a public building dated to the 2nd cen
tury (archaeological site 21), shown in figure 4, decorated the highest portion of a wall composi
tion in "The Room with Muses". 15 The frieze is painted with dark ochre lines on a white ochre 
background, which gives the impression of gold plated stucco. This example has egg shaped 
elements formed with three semicircular lines, with darts in between, and dentils depicted 
above. In a Roman settlement in present-day Schwangau, Germany, an egg-and-dart motif was 
depicted on a wall of a house from the1'1 century AD. The egg motifs are painted with human 
faces inside and presented in a narrow band. Beside this band, in the lower section, a narrower 
band with astragals is also depicted. 16 

In addition to the bands, the medallions were also decorated with egg motifs and astragals. 
Inside these medallions, different representations were shown. In the example of a semicircular 
band with egg motif originating from Sirmium horreum and dated to the period from the 2nd to 
the 4th century, shown in figure 5, the ovals decoration was executed in a brownish red color on 
an ochre and orange background, while the inside of the egg motif was accentuated with white 
brushstrokes. 17 

In figures 6a, 6b and 6c, parts of three medallions with astragals are shown, painted in one 
or two rows. A circular motif with a row of astragals formed from an alternation of an ellipse 
and two disks is presented on a painting with a semicircular band execute din a red-violet color. 
The painting originates from a Sirmium public building dated to the 2nd century (archaeologi
cal site no.21) and is shown in the figure 6a. In figure 6b, originating from a horreum (probably 
the economic part of the imperial palace of the archaeological site la) and dating to the period 
from the 2nd to the 4th century, 18 we can see two fragments with recognizable semicircular bands, 
together with astragals formed from repeated ellipses and discs. Usually, ochre tones were used 
to mimic gold plated stuccos. A motif with two rows of astragals, found on fragments originat
ing from a building named villa urbana and dated to the 3rd to the 4th century (archaeological 
site no.38) 19

, formed from an alternation of an ellipse and a pearl in the form of one circle inside 
another, is shown in figure 6c. An analogous example with double-rowed astragals with a figural 
representation inside can be seen on fragments found in a villa urbana from Carnuntum, dated 
to the 4th century.20Medallions with muses, originate from the already mentioned "Room with 
the Muses" . The muse Melpomeneis presented in figure 6d, where the medallion is surrounded 
with astragals formed of one or two pearls. Analogous examples can be seen on wall painting 
from "The Red Dining Room'' in Bahica, today's Nemesvamos, Hungary, dated to the period 
from the second half of the 1 st century to the beginning of the 2nd century.21 

13 Here, a villa urbana with aperistylium and little baths was built (according to M1rnorneaV1n, 1994, 13). 
14 MV1norneaV1n, 1994, 49. 
15 Book in press. D. Rogic, B. Popovic, I. Popovic, M. Jesretic. Wall Paintings from Sirmium, I Residential structures 

next to the north town wall (site 21)! Zidno slikarstvo Sirmijuma, I Stambena cetvrt uz severni gradski bedem 
(lokalitet 21). 

16 Krahe/Zahlhaas 1984, 46-48. 
17 Rogic, Nikolic, Jesretic 2011, fig.16. 
18 MVIJIOllleBVln, 1994, 28. 
19 MVIJIOllleBVln 1994, 32. 
20 Behling 2009, 404. 
21 Kirschhof2008, fig.18 and fig. 19. 
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Geometric ceiling schemes 

An imitation of ceiling stucco decoration was clone in a wall painting found in Sirmium 
horreum (or part of a public building),22 dated to the period from the 2nd to the 4th century 
(archaeological site no. 30), and can bees en in figure 7. Conservation of these wall painting 
fragments has not yet been undertaken, but they were arranged in a logical unit. lt is clear that 
the scheme contained geometric forms - rhomboids, but it is also possible that they were com
bined with rectangular forms. The rhomboids consist of a darkened and an illuminated side. 
Within each rhomboid there is another, smaller, one with a floral motif in the form of lilies. 
Between the rhomboids, astragal bands were represented, consisting of alternating forms of an 
ellipse and two small circles. The astragals were painted in ochre, and a shadow is formed using 
a reddish color. On the back of the fragments, imprints of straw in plaster can be observed, 
which could suggest that the fragments were part of the ceiling. The most similar example to 
the previous one is the ceiling painting from the thermae at Aquae Iasae, today's Varazdinske 
Toplice, in Croatia, dated to the 4th century.23 A fragment with a scheme of rhomboids and rect
angles was found within the Roman shrine in Santa Eulalia de B6veda, Spain, and is dated to 
the late 3rd century.24 

The example of a ceiling coffer is shown in figure 8 and originates from a public building 
(archaeological site no.21), dated to the 2nd century. The decorative scheme comprises a motif 
consisting of three squares, one inside another. The smallest square in the middle is without any 
decoration. The outline of the biggest square is the thickest while the middle square is decorated 
with three astragals on each side. The corners of the middle square are decorated with stylized 
lilies and are connected to the corners of the largest square with dotted lines. An example of 
stucco mimicking is the painting of the coffered ceiling from the 4th century Carnuntum villa 
(villa urbana), where an egg motifs combined with astragal and dentil motifs in the form of an 
octagon.25 

Architectural scene 

The most impressive example of Sirmium wall paintings presenting architectural elements is 
the set of fragments in which one can recognize an architectural scene (figure I). The fragments 
were found in a public building from a residential quarter by the city wall (archaeological site 
no. 21 ). The wall painting represents a very significant discovery, because in the area of Sirmium, 
as well as in the area of present-day Serbia, no other architectural scenes have yet been found. 

Unfortunately, the painting is missing its central section. However, by joining the fragments, 
a roof cornice with acroteria became visible, as well as a frieze and a construction macle of 
wooden columns and beams. The acroteria have a floral form, which is often the case in Roman 
painting. Sometimes they can appears stylized animals with at ail inform of vine. This is vis
ible in wall painting fragments from a domus at Nemausus, present-day Nimes, dated to the 2nd 

century, where a feline figure on the edge of a cornice is presented.26 In the Sirmium scene, very 
stylized decoration was used for the cornice, with a repeating motif executed in light ochre. The 
frieze is depicted as a green field between the beams. In the lower section, on the left side, there 
is part of a blue "frame" with a hanging kantharos. 

22 M1rnorneB11h 1994, 27. 
23 Gorenc, Vikic 1979, 41, Abb. 6. 
24 Montenegro Rua 2005, photo 13. 
25 Behling 2009, 402. 
26 Sabrie, Sabrie 1985, 305-306; Capus, Dardenay 2014, 176. 
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Similar presentations of porticos were represented in The Second Pompeian Style, but also 
occurred in The Third and The Fourth Pompeian Style. The specificity ofThe Second Pompeian 
Style, which is also called the illusionistic or architectural style, is that in the lower sections stone 
blocks were presented, while in the upper sections different scenes framed with architectural ele
ments were combined, giving the impression of a stage. This style was created at the beginning of 
thel st century BC in Pompeii and lasted until the mid-Augustan age.27 Among the most skillfully 
executed and artistically conceived examples is the wall decoration in Aulalsiaca28,a vaulted hall 
found under the basilica, 29 as well as the wall decoration in "The Room of the Masks" belonging 
to the "The House of Augustus:'30 Both buildings are situated on the Palatine Hill and dated to 
the 1 st century BC. 

The most frequent examples analogous to that at Sirmium are the presentations of architec
tural decor without expressed plasticity. One such example, with thin architectural elements and 
representations of hanging vessels can be seen in the wall paintings of Domus Aurea in Rome, 
dated to the l't century AD.31 

A territorially close example to the Sirmium architectural scene is the wall painting from a 
Roman villa found in the area of the present-day village of Panik in Bosnia and Herzegovina, 
dated to the 3rd century, where rows of peristyle columns can be identified, as well as a facade 
with arcades and domes.32 

Conclusion 

In Roman villas and houses, different types of stone were mimicked, with the aim of giving 
an illusion ofluxury. When talking of marble plate imitating, the examples are various, from the 
mimicking of marble venations and pebbles, to marble depicted by spraying colors and forming 
small dots. 

The stucco technique enabled the serial execution of decorations that were of an exqui
site levei of craftsmanship and gave luxury to a facility, just like those carved in stone. In the 
Hellenistic period and in the Pompeian styles, stucco decoration mimicking was clone very plas
tically and realistically, while later it was simplified, losing its three-dimensional appearance, 
and execute din the form of a drawing on a white background, using red, brown or black colors. 
In Sirmium paintings, the examples inspired by stucco decoration were macle as bands, friezes, 
medallions and ceiling coffers. 

The most complex example of the architectural elements depicted in Sirmium paintings 
found to date is the architectural scene presenting a composition with a portico and a kantharos. 
Although it was probably inspired by The Second Style, it actually represents a mix and reminis
cence of different Pompeian styles. 
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ELEMENTE DE ARHITECTURA DIN PICTURILE MURALE LA SIRMIUM 
(Abstract) 

Among the fragments of Sirmium wall paintings from the Museum of Srem in SremskaMitrovica, 
Serbia, there are those on which elements of architectural structures, otherwise performed in stone and 
stucco as differently shaped decorations, as well as whole building entities, are depicted. They originate 
from private and public buildings dated to the period from the 2nd to the 4th century AD. The most 
interesting one is the architectural scene with a kantharos, which has not been fully restored yet. lts 
importance lies in the fact that no Roman wall paintings with architectural scenes have been found in the 
territory of Serbia, or at least have not been published until now. 
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Figure la.Unpublished.Photo by D.Rogic . 
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Figure 2.Unpublished.Painting by D.Rogic created on the basis of original fragments. 
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Figure 3a.Painting by D.Rogic created on the basis of original 
fragments. From: Rogic/Nikolic/Jesretic 2011, Abb.13. 

O 10cm - - - - -- - - - -
Figure 36.Unpublished.Painting by D.Rogic created on the basis of original fragments. 

Figure 4.Unpublished.Painting by D.Rogic created on the basis of original fragments. 
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Figure 5.Painting by D.Rogic created on the basis of original fragments. 
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From: Rogic/Nikolic/Jesretic 2011, Abb.16. 
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Figure 6a.Painting by D.Rogic created on the basis of original 
fragments. From: Rogic/Nikolic/Jesretic 2011, Abb.9. 
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Figure 6b.Unpublished. Photo by D.Rogic. 
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Figure6c. Painting by D.Rogic created on the basis of original 
fragments. From: Rogic/Nikolic/Jesretic 2011, Abb.11 . 
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Figure 6d. Unpublished.Painting by D.Rogic created on the basis of original fragments. 

Figure 7.Unpublished.Photo by D.Rogic. 
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Figure 8.Unpublished.Painting by D.Rogic created on the basis of original fragments. 
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Figure 9.Unpublished.Drawing by D.Rogic and E.Nikolic created after arranging original fragments. 
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